Abstract. A wide range of counting and occurrence constraints can be specified with just two global primitives: the Range constraint, which computes the range of values used by a sequence of variables, and the Roots constraint, which computes the variables mapping onto a set of values. We focus here on the Roots constraint. We show that propagating the Roots constraint completely is intractable. We therefore propose a decomposition which can be used to propagate the constraint in linear time. Interestingly, for all uses of the Roots constraint we have met, this decomposition does not destroy the global nature of the constraint as we still prune all possible values. In addition, even when the Roots constraint is intractable to propagate completely, we can enforce bound consistency in linear time simply by enforcing bound consistency on the decomposition. Finally, we show that specifying counting and occurrence constraints using Roots is effective and efficient in practice on two benchmark problems from CSPLib.
Introduction
Global constraints on the occurrence of particular values (occurrence constraints) or on the number of values or variables satisfying some condition (counting constraints) occur in many real world problems. They are especially useful in problems involving resources. For instance, if values represent resources, we may wish to count the number of occurrences of the different values used. Many global constraints proposed in the past are counting and occurrence constraints (see, for example, [13, 3, 14, 1, 4] ). Bessiere et al. showed [5] that many such constraints can be specified with two new global constraints, Roots and Range, together with some simple elementary constraints like subset and set cardinality.
As we show here, specifying a global constraint using Roots and Range is also in many cases a way to provide an efficient propagator. There are three possible situations. In the first, we do not lose the "global" nature of our counting or occurrence constraint by specifying it with Roots and Range. The global nature of the Roots and Range constraint is enough to capture the global nature of the given counting or occurrence constraint, and propagation is not hindered. In the second situation, completely propagating the counting or occurrence constraint is NP-hard. We must accept some loss of globality if we are to make propagation tractable. Using Roots and Range is then one means to propagate the counting or occurrence constraint partially. In the third situation, the global constraint can be propagated completely in polynomial time but using Roots and Range hinders propagation. In this case, we need to develop a specialized propagation algorithm.
In [7] , we focused on the Range constraint. This paper therefore concentrates on the Roots constraint. We prove that it is intractable to propagate the Roots constraint completely. We therefore propose a decomposition of the Roots constraint that can propagate it partially in linear time. This decomposition does not destroy the global nature of the Roots constraint as in many situations met in practice, it prunes all possible values. This decomposition can also easily be incorporated into a new constraint toolkit. We show experimentally the efficiency of using the Roots constraint on two real world problems from CSPLib. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the formal background. Section 3 gives many examples of counting and occurrence constraints that can be specified using the Roots constraint. In Section 4, we give a complete theoretical analysis of the Roots constraint and our decomposition of it. In Section 5, we discuss implementation details. Experimental results are presented in Section 6. Finally, we end with conclusions.
Formal Background
A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a set of variables, each with a finite domain of values, and a set of constraints specifying allowed combinations of values for subsets of variables. We use capitals for variables (e.g. X, Y and S), and lower case for values (e.g. v and w). We write D(X) for the domain of a variable X. For totally ordered domains, we write min(X) and max(X) for the minimum and maximum values. A solution is an assignment of values to the variables satisfying the constraints. A variable is ground when it is assigned a value. We consider both integer and set variables. A set variable S is represented by its lower bound lb(S) which contains the definite elements and an upper bound ub(S) which also contains the potential elements.
Constraint solvers typically explore partial assignments enforcing a local consistency property using either specialized or general purpose propagation algorithms. Given a constraint C, a bound support on C is a tuple that assigns to each integer variable a value between its minimum and maximum, and to each set variable a set between its lower and upper bounds which satisfies C. A bound support in which each integer variable is assigned a value in its domain is called a hybrid support. If C involves only integer variables, a hybrid support is a support. A constraint C is bound consistent (BC ) iff for each integer variable X i , its minimum and maximum values belong to a bound support, and for each set variable S j , the values in ub(S j ) belong to S j in at least one bound support and the values in lb(S j ) belong to S j in all bound supports. A constraint C is hybrid consistent (HC ) iff for each integer variable X i , every value in D(X i ) belongs to a hybrid support, and for each set variable S j , the values in ub(S j ) belong to S j in at least one hybrid support, and the values in lb(S j ) belong to S j in all hybrid supports. A constraint C involving only integer variables is generalized arc consistent (GAC ) iff for each variable X i , every value in D(X i ) belongs to a support. If all variables in C are integer variables, hybrid consistency reduces to generalized arc-consistency, and if all variables in C are set variables, hybrid consistency reduces to bound consistency.
To illustrate these concepts, consider the constraint C(X 1 , X 2 , S) that holds iff the set variable S is assigned exactly the values used by the integer variables X 1 and X 2 . Let D(X 1 ) = {1, 3}, D(X 2 ) = {2, 4}, lb(S) = {2} and ub(S) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. BC does not remove any value since all domains are already bound consistent. On the other hand, HC removes 4 from D(X 2 ) and from ub(S) as there does not exist any tuple satisfying C in which X 2 does not take value 2. Note that as BC deals with bounds, value 2 was considered as possible for X 1 .
Counting and Occurrence Constraints
Counting constraints limit the number of values or variables satisfying some condition (e.g. the global cardinality constraint [14] counts the number of variables using particular values). Occurrence constraints limit the occurrence of particular values (e.g. the all different constraint [13] ensures no value occurs twice). We previously showed [5] that many counting and occurrence constraints can be decomposed into two new global constraints, Range and Roots, together with simple non-global constraints over integer variables (like X ≤ m) and simple non-global constraints over set variables (like S 1 ⊆ S 2 or |S| = k). We focus here on the Roots constraint. Given a sequence of variables X 1 to X n , the Roots constraint holds iff a set variable S is the set of indices of variables which map to a value belonging to a second set variable, T .
Note that elements in T may not be used by any integer variable X i . For example, Roots([1, 3, 1, 2, 3], S, T ) is satisfied by S = {1, 3} and T = {1}, S = {4} and T = {2, 7}, or S = {2, 4, 5} and T = {2, 3, 8}. We now list some of the uses of the Roots constraint for specifying other more complex global constraints.
Among constraint
The Among constraint was introduced in CHIP to model resource allocation problems like car sequencing [3] . It counts the number of variables using values from a given set.
It can be decomposed using a Roots constraint: GAC on Among is equivalent to HC on this decomposition [5] . As we show later, since the third argument of Roots is ground, we can achieve HC on the Roots constraint in linear time. We note that Roots is more than a set version of Among. With Among, we just count the number of variables using particular values. However, with Roots, we collect the set of variables using particular values. As we see later, having this set and not just its cardinality permits us to specify global constraints like Common which go beyond what can be expressed with Among.
Count constraint
The Count constraint [2] is closely related to the Among constraint. The Count constraint permits us to constrain the number of variables using a particular value. More precisely, Count([X 1 , . . . , X n ], d, op, N ) where op ∈ {≤, ≥ , <, >, =, =} holds iff |{i | X i = d}| op N . The AtMost and AtLeast constraints are instances of Count where op ∈ {≤, ≥}. The Count constraint can be decomposed into a Roots constraint:
This decomposition does not hinder propagation and, as we will show later, it takes linear time to enforce HC on such an instance of the Roots constraint.
Domain constraint
We may wish to channel between a variable and a sequence of 0/1 variables representing the possible values taken by the variable. The Domain(X, [X 1 , . . . , X m ]) constraint introduced in [12] ensures X = i iff X i = 1. This can be decomposed into a Roots constraint:
Enforcing HC on this specification again takes linear time and it is equivalent to enforcing GAC on the original global Domain constraint.
LinkSet2Booleans constraint
We may also wish to channel between a set variable and a sequence of 0/1 variables representing the characteristic function of this set. The global constraint LinkSet2Booleans(S, [X 1 , . . . , X m ]) introduced in [2] ensures i ∈ S iff X i = 1. This can also be decomposed into a Roots constraint:
Enforcing HC (or BC) on this specification again takes linear time and it is equivalent to enforcing HC (or BC) on the original global LinkSet2Booleans constraint.
Gcc constraint
The global cardinality constraint [14] constrains the number of times values are used. We consider a generalization in which the number of occurrences of a value is an integer variable. That is,
Such a Gcc constraint can be decomposed into a set of Roots constraints:
Enforcing GAC on such a generalized Gcc constraint is NP-hard, but we can enforce GAC on the X i and BC on the O j in polynomial time using a specialized algorithm [11] . This is more than is achieved in general by enforcing HC on the specification using Roots [5] .
Common constraint
A generalization of the Among and AllDifferent constraints introduced in [2] is the Common constraint.
. . , Y m take values in common with X 1 , . . . , X n . We cannot expect to enforce GAC on such a constraint in general as it is NP-hard to do so [5] . One way to propagate a Common constraint is to decompose it into Range and Roots constraints:
where the Range constraint holds iff a set variable T equals the set of values used by those variables, X 1 to X n whose index is in the set S.
Enforcing HC on this specification of the Common constraint again takes linear time. As no specialized propagation algorithm has yet been proposed for the Common constraint, Roots and Range provide a simple and promising means to propagate the constraint.
The Roots constraint
We now give a thorough theoretical analysis of the Roots constraint. In Section 4.1, we provide a proof for the first time of the claim made in [5] that enforcing HC on Roots is NP-hard in general. Section 4.2 presents a decomposition of the Roots constraint that permits us to propagate the Roots constraint partially in linear time. Section 4.3 shows that in many cases this decomposition does not destroy the global nature of the Roots constraint as enforcing HC on the decomposition achieves HC on the Roots constraint. Finally, Section 4.4 shows that we can obtain BC on the Roots constraint by enforcing BC on its decomposition.
Complete propagation
Unfortunately, propagating the Roots constraint completely is intractable in general. Whilst we made this claim in [5] , a proof has not yet been published. For this reason, we give one here. Theorem 1. Enforcing HC on the Roots constraint is NP-hard.
Proof. We transform 3Sat into the problem of the existence of a solution for Roots. Finding a hybrid support is thus NP-hard. Hence enforcing HC on Roots is NP-hard. Let ϕ = {c 1 , . . . , c m } be a 3CNF on the Boolean variables x 1 , . . . , x n . We build the constraint Roots([X 1 , . . . , X n+m ], S, T ) as follows. Each Boolean variable x i is represented by the variable X i with domain D(X i ) = {i, −i}. Each clause c p = x i ∨ ¬x j ∨ x k is represented by the variable X n+p with domain D(X n+p ) = {i, −j, k}. We build S and T in such a way that it is impossible for both the index i of a Boolean variable x i and its complement −i to belong to T . We set lb(T ) = ∅ and ub(T ) = We thus have to look for a lesser level of consistency for Roots or for particular cases on which HC is polynomial. We will show that bound consistency is tractable and that, under conditions often met in practice (e.g. one of the last two arguments of Roots is ground), enforcing HC is also.
A decomposition of Roots
To show that Roots can be propagated tractably, we will give a straightforward decomposition into ternary constraints that can be propagated in linear time. This decomposition does not destroy the global nature of the Roots constraint since enforcing HC on the decomposition will, in many cases, achieve HC on the original Roots constraint, and since in all cases, enforcing BC on the decomposition achieves BC on the original Roots constraint. Given Roots([X 1 , . . . , X n ], S, T ), we decompose it into the implications:
.n]. We have to be careful how we implement such a decomposition in a constraint solver. First, some solvers will not achieve HC on such constraints (see Sec 5 for more details). Second, we need an efficient algorithm to be able to propagate the decomposition in linear time. As we explain in more detail in Sec 5, a constraint solver could easily take quadratic time if it is not incremental.
We first show that this decomposition prevents us from propagating the Roots constraint completely. However, this is to be expected as propagating Roots completely is NP-hard and this decomposition is linear to propagate. In addition, as we later show, in many circumstances met in practice, the decomposition does not in fact hinder propagation.
Theorem 2. HC on Roots([X 1 , . . . , X n ], S, T ) is strictly stronger than HC on i ∈ S → X i ∈ T , and X i ∈ T → i ∈ S for all i ∈ [1..n].
Proof. Consider X 1 ∈ {1, 2}, X 2 ∈ {3, 4}, X 3 ∈ {1, 3}, X 4 ∈ {2, 3}, lb(S) = ub(S) = {3, 4}, lb(T ) = ∅, and ub(T ) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The decomposition is HC. However, enforcing HC on Roots will prune 3 from D(X 2 ).
In fact, enforcing HC on the decompostion achieves a level of consistency between BC and HC on the original Roots constraint. In the next section, we identify exactly when it achieves HC on Roots.
Some special cases
Many of the counting and occurrence constraints do not use the Roots constraint in its more general form, but have some restrictions on the variables S, T or X i 's. For example, it is often the case that T or S are ground. We select four important cases that cover many of these uses of Roots and show that enforcing HC on Roots is then tractable.
We will show that in any of these cases, we can achieve HC on Roots simply by propagating the decomposition. Theorem 3. If one of the conditions C1 to C4 holds, then enforcing HC on i ∈ S → X i ∈ T , and X i ∈ T → i ∈ S for all i ∈ [1..n] achieves HC on Roots([X 1 , . . . , X n ], S, T ).
Proof. Soundness. Immediate.
Completeness. We observe that if the Roots constraint is unsatisfiable then enforing HC on the decomposition will also fail. We assume therefore that the Roots constraint is satisfiable. We have to prove that, for any X i , all the values in D(X i ) belong to a solution of Roots, and that the bounds on S and T are as tight as possible. Our proof will exploit the following properties that are guaranteed to hold when we have enforced HC on the decomposition.
. We are sure that k ∈ ub(S) because v ∈ ub(T ) plus condition C2 and property P8.
Completeness on ub(T ), lb(S), ub(S) and X i 's are shown with similar proofs. 
. C2 is solved thanks to property P8 and the fact that v ∈ ub(T ). C3 is solved thanks to property P6 and the fact that v ∈ ub(T ). There remains to check C1. 
Bound consistency
In addition to being able to enforce HC on Roots in some special cases, enforcing HC on the decomposition always enforces a level of consistency at least as strong as BC. In fact, in any situation (even those where enforcing HC in intractable), enforcing BC on the decomposition enforces BC on the Roots constraint.
Theorem 4. Enforcing BC on i ∈ S → X i ∈ T , and X i ∈ T → i ∈ S for all i ∈ [1..n] achieves BC on Roots([X 1 , . . . , X n ], S, T ).
Proof. Soundness. Immediate. Completeness. The proof follows the same structure as that in Theorem 3. We relax the properties P1-P4 into properties P1'-P4'. 
]). For each i /
∈ ub(S), we assign X i in σ with a value in [min(X i ), max(X i )] \ σ[T ] (the same for τ ). We know that such a value exists with the same reasoning as for i ∈ lb(S) on alternation of values, and thanks to P4' and P6. We complete σ and τ by building σ[S] and τ [S] consistently with the assignments of X i and T . The resulting tuples satisfy Roots. From this we deduce that lb(T ) and ub(T ) are BC as all values in ub(T ) \ lb(T ) are either in σ or in τ , but not both.
We show that the X i are BC. Take any X i and its lower bound min(X i ). If i ∈ lb(S) we know that min(X i ) is in T either in σ or in τ thanks to P3' and by construction of σ and τ . We assign min(X i ) to X i in the relevant tuple. This remains a solution of Roots. If i / ∈ ub(S), we know that min(X i ) is outside T either in σ or in τ thanks to P4' and by construction of σ and τ . We assign min(X i ) to X i in the relevant tuple. This remains a solution of Roots.
The tuple obtained is a solution of Roots using the lower bound of X i . By the same reasoning, we show that the upper bound of X i is BC also, and therefore, all X i 's are BC.
We prove that lb(S) and ub(S) are BC with similar proofs. Let us show that ub(S) is BC. Take any X i with i ∈ ub(S) and i / ∈ σ[S]. Since X i was assigned any value from [min(X i ), max(X i )] when σ was built, and since we know that [min(X i ), max(X i )] ∩ ub(T ) = ∅ thanks to P2', we can modify σ by assigning X i a value in ub(T ), putting the value in T if not already there, and adding i into S. The tuple obtained satisfies Roots. So ub(S) is BC.
There remains to show that lb(S) is BC. Thanks to P1', we know that
. Thus, either σ or τ is such that v / ∈ T . Take the corresponding tuple, assign X i to v and remove i from S. The modified tuple is still a solution of Roots and lb(S) is BC.
Implementation Details
This decomposition of the Roots constraint can be implemented in many solvers using disjunctions of membership constraints: or(member(i, S), notmember(X i , T )) and or(notmember(i, S), member(X i , T )). However, this requires a little care. Unfortunately, some existing solvers (like Ilog Solver) may not achieve HC on such disjunctions of primitives. For instance, the negated membership constraint notmember(X i , T ) is activated only if X i is instantiated with a value of T (whereas it should be as soon as D(X i ) ⊆ lb(T )). We have to ensure that the solver wakes up when it should to ensure we achieve HC. As we explain in the complexity proof, we also have to be careful that the solver doesn't wake up too often or we will lose the optimal O(nd) time complexity which can be achieved. Proof. The decomposition of Roots is composed of 2n constraints. To obtain an overall complexity in O(nd), the total amount of work spent propagating each of these constraints must be in O(d).
First, it is necessary that each of the 2n constraints of the decomposition is not called for propagation more than d times. Since S can be modified up to n times (n can be larger than d) it is important that not all constraints are called for propagation at each change in lb(S) or ub(S). By implementing 'propagating events' as described in [10, 15] , we can ensure that when a value i is added to lb(S) or removed from ub(S), constraints j ∈ S → X j ∈ T and X j ∈ T → j ∈ S, j = i, are not called for propagation.
Second, we show that enforcing HC on contraint When T is modified, all constraints are potentially concerned. Since T can be modified up to d times, we can have d calls of the propagation in O(d) for each of the 2n constraints. It is thus important that the propagation of the 2n constraints is incremental to avoid an O(nd 2 ) overall complexity. An algorithm for i ∈ S → X i ∈ T is incremental if the complexity of calling the propagation of the constraint i ∈ S → X i ∈ T up to d times (once for each change in T or D(X i )) is the same as propagating the constraint once. This can be achieved by an AC2001-like algorithm that stores the last value found in D(X i ) ∩ ub(T ), which is a witness that the postcondition can be true. (Similarly, the last value found in D(X i ) \ lb(T ) is a witness that the precondition of the constraint X i ∈ T → i ∈ S can be false.) Finally, each time lb(T ) (resp. ub(T )) is modified, D(X i ) must be updated for each i outside ub(S) (resp. inside lb(S)). If the propagation mechanism of the solver provides the values that have been added to lb(T ) or removed from ub(T ) to the propagator of the 2n constraints (as described in [16] ), updating a given D(X i ) has a total complexity in O(d) for the d possible changes in T . The proof that BC can also be enforced in linear time follows a similar argument.
Experimental Results
We now demonstrate that specifying global counting and occurrence constraints using Roots is effective and efficient in practice using two benchmark problems.
Balanced Academic Curriculum Problem
We implemented in Ilog Solver the constraint model of the Balanced Academic Curriculum Problem (BACP) (prob030 in CSPLib) proposed in [9] and compared it against a model using Roots. In this problem, we need to design a balanced academic curriculum by assigning periods to courses so that the academic load of each period is balanced, i.e., as similar as possible. The goal is to assign a period to every course so that the constraints on the minimum and maximum academic load for each period, the minimum and maximum number of courses for each period, and the prerequisite relationships are satisfied. An optimal balanced curriculum minimises the maximum academic load for all periods.
We used two models from [9] (Figures 1 and 2 ) and compared them against a model using Roots (Figure 3) . In the Roots model, the curriculum is encoded with integer variables mapping courses to periods, as in the primal-dual model of Figure 2 . However, instead of using a Gcc constraint to restrict the number of courses per periods, we use the Roots constraint to link these variables to set variables standing for periods. We then restrict the number of courses per periods with cardinality constraints on these sets. The constants a, b, c, d correspond respectively to the minimum and maximum academic load, and the minimum and maximum number of courses per period. The array credit [1. .#courses] map courses to their academic credits. We added to all models the implied constraint #periods j=1
We report in Table 1 the number of fails, cpu time for finding the best solution and the maximum academic load on 6 different instances. The 3 first instances, involving 8, 10 and 12 periods, are those solved in [9] . The 3 next instances were created by simply duplicating and renaming courses. The number of periods and courses are doubled, and for each prerequisite relation (i ≺ j) in the initial instance, we add (i ≺ j ) and (i ≺ j ) where i and j are the duplicated courses for respectively i and j. Fig. 3 . Roots model. When the maximum academic load is followed by a star (*), it means that this is optimal and is proved so with a few more backtracks. The time cutoff was set to 300 seconds. An entry marked as "-" means no answer was obtained by the cut-off time. We observe that the model using Roots is the most efficient in terms of size of the search tree by a small margin. However the most efficient model in cpu time is the primal-dual model which uses the highly optimized Gcc constraint. Both clearly dominate the simple Boolean model despite the fact that this model only has linear constraints.
Mystery Shopper Problem
We used a model for the Mystery Shopper problem [8] due to Helmut Simonis that appears in CSPLib (prob004). We used the same problem instances as in [5] but perform a more thorough and extensive analysis. We partition the constraints of this problem into three groups:
Temporal and geographical: All visits for any week are made by different shoppers. Similarly, a particular area cannot be visited more than once by the same shopper. Shopper: Each shopper makes exactly the required number of visits. Saleslady: A saleslady must be visited by some shoppers from at least 2 different groups (the shoppers are partitioned into groups). Whilst the first group of constraints can be modelled by using AllDifferent constraints [13] , the second can be modelled by Gcc [14] and the third by Among constraints [3] . We experimented with several models using Ilog Solver where these constraints are either implemented as their Ilog Solver primitives (respectively, IloAllDiff, IloDistribute, and a decomposition using IloSum on Boolean variables) or as their decompositions with Roots. Note that the Boolean decomposition of the Among constraint maintains GAC [6] . Due to space limitation, we report results for just the following models: Alld-Gcc-Sum (only Ilog Solver primitives), Alld-Gcc-Roots (Among encoded as Roots), and Alld-Roots-Roots (Among and Gcc encoded as Roots). Among encoded as Roots uses the decomposition presented in Section 3.1 and Gcc uses the decomposition presented in Section 3.5. All instances solved in the experiments use a time limit of 5 minutes. The cpu time reported for a method on a class of problems is averaged on the instances solved (#solved) by the method. When branching on the integer variables (Table 2) , the Alld-Gcc-Sum model tends to perform better than the other models (bold numbers). However, we obtain the best results by branching on the set variables introduced for modelling with Roots (see Table 3 ). By encoding the second and the third groups of constraints using Roots (the Alld-Roots-Roots model) and branching on the set variables, we are able to solve more instances. These results are primarily due to the better branching strategy. However, such a strategy would not be easily implementable without Roots since the extra set variables are part of it.
Conclusion
We have presented a comprehensive study of Roots, a global constraint that can specify many other global constraints, such as occurrence and counting constraints. We proved that propagating completely the Roots constraint is intractable in general. We therefore proposed a decomposition to propagate it partially. This decomposition achieves hybrid consistency on the global Roots constraint under some simple conditions often met in practice. In addition, enforcing bound consistency on the decomposition achieves bound consistency on the global Roots constraint whatever conditions hold. Our experiments show that this is practical method to implement many global constraints. We hope that by presenting these results, developers of the many different constraint toolkits will be encouraged to include the Roots constraint into their solvers. In our future work, we intend to consider other classes of global constraints (e.g. sequencing constraints) and to identify the primitives needed to specify and propagate these.
